
ATTENTION
*This mark is not a defect but part of the production process to insure that the PVC 
coating is properly adhered.

THE PLUNGER - WINNER!
  If a player/team gets all 4 bungs into the bowl during a FLUSH you/or the team are the Master 

Bung Tossers. A Plunger automatically wins the game and stops the play. 

VISIT US ONLINE - BUYBUNGHOLE.COM   |   #BungHoleToss

HOW TO WIN THIS CRAZY GAME

GET YOU SOME BONUS STINKERS!

Land your Bung within
 Bung distance of the Bowl! Yikes.

SKID MARK - 1 Point

When your Bung is hanging over
the edge of the Bowl! Yuk.

DINGLEBERRY - 2 Points

When your Bung is
standing up in the Bowl! Inconvenient.

FLOATER - 3 Points

When your Bung is
flat at the bottom. Ew.

IN THE BOWL -  4 Points

Land 2 Bungs in the bowl within
the same exact flush! What did you eat?!

DROPPING A DEUCE -  +2 Points

Land 3 Bungs in the bowl within
the same exact flush! You NASTY! That’s disgusting!

DROPPING A LOAD -  +3 Points

SCORING BUNGHOLE

Toss a Bung and try to get it into the Bowl.  Once all 8 bungs have been tossed it’s a FLUSH. Record each teams 
score. Start the next Flush with a clean Bowl.

 Players/Teams can choose to play to whatever final score they want. (ex. 11 to 21)
 Or if you’re super duper cool, you can play a certain number of FLUSHES to win the game. 

The high score after each team throws all 4 Bungs wins the FLUSH.

THE POINT OF THIS GAME IS...

Singles - 2 players:  One player at each Bowl tosses all 4 Bungs into the other Bowl
Doubles -  4 players: Each team has 2 players, each team has one player at a Bowl with 2 Bungs

TEAM GAMEPLAY...IF YOU HAVE FRIENDS

Space out your Bung Hole Bowls 20ft from each other in the sand. As you improve your abilities, move it farther 
away (25/30 ft)! Be sure the Bowls are pushed down nice and tight-like into the sand to be flush with the surface to 
allow Bungs to slide right in. Optimum recommended beach surface is the smooth packed sand close to the water. 

Rotate the bowl in sand until bowl is stuck in! Remove sand from hole and rotate bowl again and again until the Rotate the bowl in sand until bowl is stuck in! Remove sand from hole and rotate bowl again and again until the 
Bowl is level with the beach surface. Ensure the lip is not sticking above sand as this will restrict Dingleberries as 
well as other Stinkers. After a few Flushes, level and pack sand around bowls!  If playing in the dry fluffy sand, 
make the distance between Bowls shorter. You dont want to lose sight of your Bowl. That would be sad. 

SET UP YOUR BUNG HOLE GAME

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR GAMEPLAY
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